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Departing from the company’s image as
a producer of highly reliable, but rather
expensive drilling equipment,
Janbac has developed new high-
quality but low-cost models that
are the fruit of cost-cutting and
productivity saving studies.
The 2002 edition of glasstec in
Dusseldorf, Germany, was chosen as
the venue for unveiling these smaller and
nice-priced models, tailored for small- to
medium-sized producers. It also emerged
that these gains had not been at the
expense of its core business, where Janbac’s commitment to development
and innovation in drilling plants is as focussed as ever.

strictly essential. The result is the ECO 1000 -
(ECO as in economical). Though not a pro-
ducer of edging machinery by tradition, Janbac
has been quick to respond to a niche for a com-
pact edging machine in the oriental market
where small glass pieces such as louvred glass
are much in demand. The other brand in the group,
Baudin, less affected by the current lull in
investment in glass processing plant by the big
groups, has continued to increase its proposals

he message from Janbac is: ‘Italian and
Spanish producers watch out!’ Why?
Because leading drilling plant produ-

cer Janbac has decided to fight market stagna-
tion by branching out into production of attrac-
tively priced machines conceived for small-
to medium-sized producers. The underlying
aim is to produce reliable, no-frills plants that
concentrate quality where they are needed most
and hone down value-added aspects that are not
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for the small- to medium-sized company. 
The latest of these is the multi-services belt
machine, confirming the impression that, in
the present uncertain climate, small is beautiful. 

RESPONDING TO MARKET CONDITIONS
At the 2002 edition of glasstec in Dussel-

dorf, Germany, Glass-Technology Internation-
al visited the Janbac-Baudin stand to talk to
Frank Bachmann, General Manager, about the
group’s latest products for flat glass processors
and glaziers and the thinking behind them.

In 2002, the company decided to concentrate
on small machines in response to market con-
ditions. Bachmann explained that recent statis-
tics and figures for the group show that Baudin
is continuing to perform well, despite the poor
market trend. Baudin’s typical customers are
small- to medium-sized operators. However,
the picture is different for Janbac, which did
not match Baudin’s performance over the year,
principally because the company’s customers
tend to be the bigger groups who, according to
Bachmann, have not yet loosened their purse strings
for significant investments. 

To generate fresh impetus, Janbac has there-
fore decided to concentrate on producing small-
er, lower-priced machines, though Bachmann has-
tened to point out that this did not entail a
loss of quality. Instead, the price
cuts have been made
possible thanks to
lower levels of
technology. 

NEW LOW-PRICED DRILLING
MACHINE

To illustrate his point, Bachmann
showed us the appropriately named
ECO 1000 drilling machine for glass
processors. This is a simple, automatic
and manual double-headed drilling
machine. Aspecial new feature is the fold-

ing table, which should help the product appeal
to smaller shops, where there is limited space. 

In the horizontal position, the table is 2,400
by 1,200 millimetres, while its dimensions are
700 x 700 millimetres when folded. All the com-
ponents have been selected to keep the price at
the right market level A feature that typifies the
cost-cutting concept of the machine is the recy-
cling tank, made of plastic, rather than the stan-
dard stainless steel version. Bachmann pointed
out that the quality of this material was entire-

ly adequate and the reduction of surplus quali-
ty is what keeps the price down to a mere EUR
17,000, including all options. The company
claims that performance and capacity more or less
match those of the classical double-headed
drilling machines for glass shops, as can be seen
from the relevant technical data. The company’s
hope is that this machine will provide stiff com-

petition for Italian and Spanish machines. 
It is confident that the combination of

Janbac design and quality at a lower cost will
prove attractive to customers.

EDGING AND POLISHING MACHINE
FOR SMALL SIZES

Next, Bachmann provided a profile of a new
machine especially conceived for tropical
markets. The Janbac Mininedge 2 is a single-

or double-diamond wheel-edging machine,
which can be used for c-edges, flat

edges and arris operations. This is
something of a departure for
Janbac, which normally does not
deal with grinding operations, but it
saw a niche and the design department

ECO 1000 - DRILLING DIAMETERS 

drilling with both drills:
Ø4 to Ø70mm
drilling with upper drill
only: up to Ø200mm
• Glass thicknesses: 3 to

30 mm 
• Throat depth: 1,000 mm
• Spindle rotation speed:

step-less, from 400 to
3,500 rpm

• Drilling table dimensions: 
700 x 700 mm

• Working height: 1,050 mm
• Motor power: 

2x 1.1kW
• Overall dimensions: 

600 x 1,715 x 1,780 mm
• Gross weight: 450 Kg
• Voltage: 380 V- 3 phases

- 50Hz
• Type of drill bits

(European standard): 
1/2 Gaz- L= 75mm

• Automatic and manual
versions (top and bottom
spindles)

• Cooling: connection to
the water mains or to
recycling tank (can be
supplied as option)

• Air consumption: 2N
m3/h.

• Air Pressure: 6 bar

ECO 1000 - ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

• plastic or stainless steel recycling tanks
• cross laser system for quick positioning 
• Folding or pneumatic table and manual tops

Mini Edge



107responded with a machine developed to handle
all operations that cannot be performed properly
with a vertical edgers or double-edge grinders,
namely: strips, and small-sized glass. When
asked why the company was focussing on the east-
ern market for this machine, Bachmann explained
that it was in response to enquiries received
over the last three years. “There is a particular
need for a machine that can process louvre -type
glass. This is the concept behind the Mini-Edge
2,” he added, “ and the end-user will be able to
use this equipment to manufacture blind-type glass
sections or louvred windows, widely used in tro-
pical countries and regularly damaged during tro-
pical storms.” Bachmann went on to explain
that normally these glass pieces are produced on
abrasive belt machines, therefore the shape of
the edge tends to be irregular. Moreover, this pro-
duction method is tiring and time-consuming, so
production rates tend to be low. Janbac claims
that this machine makes it possible to perform
the same operations at a low cost and that it is
even possible to grind corners. When asked
about the price of the machine, Bachmann put
it at EUR 29,000. 

BELT MACHINE FOR GLAZIERS
Next stop in the visit was the Baudin ST 102,

an abrasive-belt machine conceived to compete
with producers such as Knopp, Bohle, andAdler,
who all offer a wide range of abrasive-belt
machines. Bachmann stressed that the Baudin

machine is designed to a multi-service concept,
meaning that it can mount carborundum, corks,
and also diamond belts because, as he explained,
the machine mounts on inverter with an appro-
priate cooling system for rapid speed changes.
The machine also mounts a number of accessories
not found on the standard range of Baudin
machinery, so that big chamfers can be obtained,
while round shapes (manual and motorized) can
be worked, as can flat-edge and arris. The

machine also mounts three different
types of table and boasts a wide range
of accessories. 

When asked how this machine could
take market share from the other estab-
lished producers. Bachman first stressed
that Baudin is no newcomer to this
field and could build on solid expert-
ise . However, he also admitted that the
Baudin range had not evolved over the
previous five to six years. Therefore,
more recently the company carried out
in-depth studies of competing plant
and fused the best features, ideas and
accessories of its competitors to create
a machine that combined the best and
latest developments available in this sec-
tor. The advantage for the customer,
Bachmann claims, is that they get state-
of-the-art features at a contained price. 

ST 102 - TECHNICAL DATA

Installed power: 1.5 kW

Overall dimensions: 1,100mm

Belt (IxL): 100 x 3,350mm

Drum diameter: 200mm

Voltage 220V - single phase - 50 cycles
or 380V - tri-phase - 50 cycles

Weight (without accessories) 200 Kg

ST 102 - BELT SPEED

TYPE OF BELT RECOMMENDED SPEED

Aluminium or cerium 10m/sec

Oxide belts 20m/sec

Silicon carbide 20 m/sec

Beltscork 30 m/ sec(polishing) belts

Diamond belts 30 m/ sec

Grinding /Polishing 90° and 45°

MINIEDGE - MAIN TECNICAL DATA

• operating mode: edge
grinding one after the
other; corner dubbing
by manually positioning
glass inside dedicated
support. Manual
rotation of glass.

• Glass sizes: min.40 x
40mm, max. 250 x
800mm

• Glass thicknesses: 3-
6mm

• I diamond wheel dia.
200 (3,000 rpm) -
power 2.2kW

Adjustment of wheel
position on mechanical
counter  
Possible inclination + or -
12°
• glass advance speed: 1-

5 m/mn via motor

reducer and frequency
inverter 

• Recycling tank (1651)
and pump

• One tap on each wheel
for water flow control

• Working table height:
1,000mm

• Dimensions: length:
2,665mm width: 620
mm - height: 1,600 mm

• Weight (empty tank)
450Kg 

• Installed power. 6kW
• Compressed air

consumption: 1.5
Nm3/h

• Machine cycle
• Manual positioning of

glass against X and Y
stops

• Operator presses Start
cycle button

• Glass is clamped
• Table advances
• Automatic stop of

advance on basis of
glass length

• automatic glass release
• table returns to initial

position
• operator recovers glass

and turns it manually
1/4 round

• cycle is repeated for
grinding and polishing
of next edge

Options: Mini Edge 1:
machine mounting single
diamond wheel

8-36/SEC., STEP-LESS, VIA FREQUENCY
INVERTER, ALLOWING FOR THE USE OF:
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BIG MACHINE OPTIONS
Bachmann pointed out that, currently, the

big groups were hardly investing at all in larg-
er drilling plants - Janbac’s core business. 

Nevertheless, Janbac has not been idle in
this sector and announced a new series of
drilling stations, the 6000 MT. E3. CN CAR, a
large, high speed, multi-head drilling station for
drilling large automotive (sidelites and backlites)
and home appliance glass. Specially designed
for heavy duty and fast serial production, these
versatile modular stations can be installed on line
or independently. Each station is composed of
one carousel and of one to three beams, mount-
ing up to two drilling units that feature Janbac’s
latest generation of Electra 3 silent drilling
heads. Smooth spindle advance is ensured by ball
pads, while rotation is effected via slotted
shafts. All drilling heads are fitted with the
company’s new long-lasting rotary joints. 

Special features are:
• NC cross motion of the drilling units;
• automatic feeding by a four position carousel;
• automatic setting of glass on the positioning

conveyor in front of the station; and 

• automatic monitoring of the diamond drill bit
length and memory storage of all production
parameters.

The company stresses the following main advan-
tages of the carousel solution:
• six holes can be drilled simultaneously if

required;
• hidden time automatic glass setting; 
• zero risk of scratching; 
• easy adjustments;
• high-quality, balanced spindles guarantee

no chipping and optimum tempering results;
and

• short changeover times.

SPECIFIC GLASS 
Bachman announced that two of these had

already been sold - one to the Glaverbel Group,
the other to Asahi in India. ■

ST 102 - ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

• support bar with guide
• support table with castor rollers (900m x 900m)
• support table with micrometric adjustment of

grinding depth
• support table with 2 adjustable rollers mounted

on rail for grinding round concave shapes
• motorized glass rotation
• manual sliding table
• motorized sliding table
• special table for grinding fingertips at 45° and

67.5°
• contact wheels for grinding concave shapes
• flat contact pad with low-friction coating
• double contact wheel
• stainless steel recycling tank and pump

GLASS DIMENSIONS:

Max. 1.5 kW

Min.: 1,100 mm

Thicknesses: 100 x 3,350 mm

Hole diameters: 200 mm

MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN 2 HOLES: 

if drilled simultaneously 100 mm

if drilled consecutively 0 mm

POSITIONING ACCURACY:

Of glass: 0.1 mm

Of carousel 0.1 mm

PRODUCTION RATES:

1-4 holes in identical diameter in 4 mm
glass. 14 seconds glass to glass

6000 MT

ST 102 - STANDARD ACCESSORIES

• Automatic belt centring device
• support bar with rubber coated wheels
• cooling device (spraying header pipe)
• Belt tension device
• Easy access for quick belt replacement

6000 MT
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